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Abstract

The report presents the results of two irradiation experiments. The first experiment was carried out in the SM-2

reactor with the aim to study the effect of single annealing after irradiation on mechanical properties of pure Cu and

GlidCopAl25IG alloy. The aim of the second experiment performed in the RBT-6 reactor was to investigate the effect of

the irradiation–annealing–irradiation (IAI) cycle. Pure Cu and GlidCopAl25IG alloy specimens were irradiated in the

SM-2 and RBT-6 reactors to .10�3, 10�2 and 10�1 dpa at Tirr ¼ 80 �C. The investigations performed revealed that IAI
cycles do not cause an accumulation of embrittlement of pure copper and GlidCopAl25IG alloy in the cycles. The

experiments lead to the conclusion that the regime of intermediate annealing produces the structure in the material

(relatively low density of SFT), sufficiently insensitive to subsequent irradiation (at a low dose level .10�2 dpa).
� 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Low-temperature radiation embrittlement of pure

copper has been investigated since the 1960s. As re-

ported for the first time by Blewitt [1] and Makin [2],

irradiation of pure copper at 60 �C to doses of .1019 n/
cm2 involves the emergence of the yield drop on stress–

strain curves, hardening and a decrease in uniform and

total elongation. Somewhat later the first dose depen-

dences of radiation hardening of pure copper were ob-

tained [2,3]. The effect of annealing at temperatures of

250–650 �C was estimated mainly by changes in electric
conductivity and defect structures of irradiated copper

specimens [4]. It was shown that annealing at tempera-

tures higher than 0.4Tm (where Tm is the melting tem-
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perature in Kelvin) can reduce rather effectively the

density of radiation defect clusters in copper.

This problem has recently become the topic of

practical interest in the framework of activities under the

ITER Project. The idea was suggested to use the stan-

dard bake-out regime for partial degassing of ITER

vacuum vessel components, as well as for partial re-

covery of the mechanical properties of irradiated mate-

rials. As copper alloys of GlidCopAl25 IG, CuCrZr IG

type have a very sharp dose dependence of hardening

and embrittlement [5,6], attention was focused first of all

on the effect of the bake-out regime on these materials.

In 2001–2002 the first studies [7,8] demonstrating the

efficiency of the bake-out procedure were published.

Thus, for example, after irradiation to 0.01–0.3 dpa at

100 �C [7] annealing at 300 �C for 50 h recovered es-
sentially the ductility of OFHC Cu. It was reported in [8]

that after irradiation of CuCrZrIG and GlidCopAl25IG

alloys at 150 �C to 0.4 dpa annealing at 350 �C for 10 h
also recovers the ductility to values close to those for

nonirradiated materials. After irradiation at 150 �C to
higher doses of .2 dpa and annealing at 350 �C for 1 h
ed.
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uniform elongation of alloys was found to recover only

partially (to the level of 30–50% of the initial one) [8].

But the vital issue, without solution of which prac-

tical justification of the bake-out regime is rather diffi-

cult, has remained outside the scope of the above

studies. Up to now the data on the effect of subsequent

irradiation on the properties of irradiated and then an-

nealed copper alloys have not been obtained. The ITER

components, when in operation, will be subjected to the

irradiation–annealing–irradiation (IAI) cycle. In princi-

ple, this cycle can be repeated many times. Two possible

effects of such IAI cycle may be considered. In the first

case after irradiation, annealing and subsequent irradi-

ation, the copper alloy may harden and embrittle more

than the alloy in the as-irradiated (to the same dose)

condition. In this case the real efficiency of bake-out is

practically zero, since even though the ductility may

recover due to annealing, during the subsequent irradi-

ation the embrittlement rate may increase, and the

ductility of the annealed material at the same irradiation

dose may have decreased even more than the as-irradi-

ated.

Alternatively the material after post-irradiation an-

nealing may demonstrate weaker embrittlement under

subsequent irradiation, and the embrittlement level after

the cycle may be less than that for the copper alloy in the

as-irradiated (to the same dose) condition.

Experiments were set up to investigate the effect of

bake-out on subsequent irradiation hardening and em-

brittlement of pure Cu and GlidCopAl25 IG copper

alloy.
Table 1

Irradiation conditions in irradiation facilities of SM-2 and RBT-6 rea

Reactor, irradiation

facility

Tirr (�C) Utfast (E > 0:1

MeV) (n/m2)

Ma

radi

dam

SM-2, as irradiated

SM-2-1 80 1.89· 1022 0.00

SM-2-2 80 1.93· 1023 0.01

SM-2-3 80 2.25· 1024 0.15

RBT-6, as irradiated

RBT-6-1 75 2.03· 1022 0.00

RBT-6-6 75 1.22· 1023 0.00

RBT-6-7 75 2.2 · 1023 0.01

RBT-6-8 75 5.8 · 1023 0.04

RBT-6-9 75 1.22· 1024 0.08

RBT-6, IAI cycles First irradia-

tion (dpa)

First annealing Seco

irra

(dpa

RBT-6-2 0.0014 250 �C, 24 h 0.00

RBT-6-3 0.0014 250 �C, 24 h 0.00

RBT-6-4 0.0014 350 �C, 24 h 0.00

RBT-6-5 0.0014 350 �C, 24 h 0.00
2. Material and experimental procedure

In this study pure Cu (99.987%) with grains 36 lm in
size in the annealed condition (550 �C, 2 h) and Glid-
CopAl25 IG alloy (cross-rolled+ annealed) were inves-

tigated. Flat specimens of STS type with a gauge length

of 10 and 1 mm in thickness were used.

The paper presents the results of two irradiation ex-

periments. The first experiment was carried out in the

SM-2 reactor with the aim to study the effect of single

annealing. The aim of the second experiment performed

in the RBT-6 reactor was to investigate the effect of the

IAI cycle. As reported in an earlier publication [9], in the

dose range of .10�3 dpa irradiation in SM-2 results in
stronger hardening and embrittlement than in RBT-6

due to higher thermal neutron flux, but qualitatively all

observed effects in these reactors are similar, and at ir-

radiation doses of .10�2–10�1 dpa the coincidence was
also quantitative.

Specimens were irradiated in the SM-2 reactor in

three irradiation ampoules for 12, 120 and 1253 h

yielding displacement damage levels of .10�3, 10�2 and
10�1 dpa, respectively (Table 1). The fast neutron flux

was .5· 1017 n/m2 s. The irradiation temperature

checked by thermocouples was to (80 ± 5) �C. The
specimens were irradiated in helium-filled capsules. The

irradiation procedure is described in detail in [9]. After

irradiation, some specimens were tested for tension and

the rest were annealed in vacuum at 350 �C for 10 h and
tensile tested at 80 �C.
ctors

ximum

ation

age (dpa)

Displacement

damage rate

(dpa/s)

13 3.05· 10�8
35 3.12· 10�8
70 3.63· 10�8

14 1.62· 10�8
85 1.62· 10�8
54 1.68· 10�8
07 1.59· 10�8
54 1.52· 10�8

nd

diation

)

Second

annealing

Third irradia-

tion (dpa)

Total dose on

copper after

irradiation and

annealing (dpa)

399 – – 0.00539

399 250 �C, 24 h 0.00465 0.01004

456 – – 0.00596

456 350 �C, 24 h 0.0128 0.01876



Fig. 1. Effect of post-irradiation annealing at 350 �C for 10 h
on the engineering stress–strain curves of (a) pure Cu and (b)

GlidCopAl25IG alloy (SM-2 reactor, Ttest ¼ Tirr ¼ 80 �C), as-
irradiated pure Cu to 0.0013, 0.1577 dpa; irradiated to 0.0013,

0.11 dpa and annealed at 350 �C, 10 h – (a); as irradiated
GlidCopAl25IG alloy to 0.0019, 0.078 dpa; irradiated to

0.0018, 0.1559 dpa and annealed at 350 �C, 10 h – (b).
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Five irradiation ampoules were irradiated in the

RBT-6 reactor for 24–1560 h yielding accumulation of

damage doses in the range of 10�3–10�1 dpa. The fast

neutron flux was .2 · 1017 n/m2 s. The irradiation re-

gimes and doses for these five ampoules are given in

Table 1. The irradiation temperature measured by

thermocouples was (75± 5) �C.
Four more irradiation ampoules were irradiated in

RBT-6 under the same conditions and subjected to in-

termediate annealing followed by irradiation. Let us use

the case of ampoule RBT-6-2 to describe the technology

of IAI cycle realization. The ampoule was irradiated in

the reactor to a dose of 0.0014 dpa, and then it was

withdrawn from the reactor irradiation cell, installed in

a special furnace and annealed at 250 �C for 24 h. After
annealing the ampoule was again installed in the same

reactor cell and subjected to the second irradiation to a

dose of 0.004 dpa. After completion of the IAI cycle

the ampoule was withdrawn from the reactor, cut, the

withdrawn specimens were tensile tested at 80 �C. The
irradiation and annealing conditions for all four IAI

ampoules are presented in Table 1. The ampoules were

filled with helium, thus the specimens were irradiated

and annealed in helium.

The specimens were tested in tension (in vacuum) at

80 �C at a strain rate of 1.66 · 10�3 s�1. The micro-
structure of irradiated specimens was investigated using

transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Identical

specimens made of the same material were investigated

in both irradiation experiments. Three–four specimens

per point were tested for SM-2 irradiation and two–

three specimens per point were investigated for RBT-6

irradiation.
3. Results

3.1. Experiment in SM-2

Fig. 1(a) shows typical engineering stress–strain

curves for unirradiated pure Cu, after irradiation to

doses of .10�3, 10�1 dpa, as well as the curves for
specimens irradiated to doses of .10�3, 10�1 dpa and
then annealed at 350 �C for 10 h. To make readable Fig.
1, the diagrams of the specimens irradiated to doses of

10�2 dpa were not inserted into the figure. On the whole,

these diagrams occupy an intermittent position between

the diagrams at doses of 10�1 and 10�3 dpa. As follows

from Fig. 1(a), the yield drop appears on the stress–

strain curve of pure copper after irradiation to a dose of

10�1 dpa. It should be noted that the stress drop was

very low (from 3 to 10 MPa), but manifested itself sys-

tematically for all specimens irradiated up to doses of

10�2–10�1 dpa. The yield drop presence on the stress–

strain curves of pure copper for this dose range at

Tirr ’ 50–100 �C is described in many studies [7,10,11].
After annealing at 350 �C for 10 h the yield drop dis-
appears, the form of the stress–strain curves becomes

similar to that for unirradiated material, though the

level of yield strength of irradiated pure copper after

annealing is still higher by 30–50 MPa than that of the

unirradiated one and the uniform elongation is lower by

30–40%.

Fig. 1(b) shows typical engineering stress–strain

curves of unirradiated GlidCopAl25IG alloy, irradiated

to doses of 10�3, 10�1 dpa and irradiated to about the

same doses and then annealed at 350 �C for 10 h. As in
the case with pure Cu, irradiation to doses of 10�2 and

10�1 dpa produces the yield drop for GlidCopAl25IG

alloy. After annealing at 350 �C for 10 h the yield drop
disappears on the stress–strain curves of GlidCop-

Al25IG. Even though some hardening remains, the

curves of annealed specimens are rather similar to the

testing curve of unirradiated alloy.

Fig. 2 shows the dose dependence of hardening

(change in 0.2% offset yield strength) and uniform

elongation of irradiated specimens and specimens an-

nealed after irradiation. The same dependences for

GlidCopAl25IG are shown in Fig. 3.



Fig. 2. (a) Change in the 0.2% offset yield strength plotted

versus neutron damage for pure Cu: as-irradiated and annealed

after irradiation at 350 �C for 10 h; (b) the uniform elongation
plotted versus neutron damage for pure Cu: as-irradiated and

annealed after irradiation at 350 �C for 10 h, SM-2 reactor,

Ttest ¼ Tirr ¼ 80 �C.

Fig. 3. (a) Change in the 0.2% offset yield strength plotted

versus neutron damage for GlidCopAl25IG alloy: as-irradiated

and annealed after irradiation at 350 �C for 10 h; (b) the uni-
form elongation plotted versus neutron damage for GlidCop-

Al25IG alloy: as-irradiated and annealed after irradiation at

350 �C for 10 h, SM-2 reactor, Ttest ¼ Tirr ¼ 80 �C.
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On the whole, post-irradiation annealing decreases

the radiation hardening level of pure Cu by about 50

MPa at a dose of 10�3 dpa and 130 MPa at a dose of

10�1 dpa. Uniform elongation of pure Cu is recovered to

70–80% of the initial value at 10�3 dpa and amounts to

40% of the initial value at 10�1 dpa. Annealing of

GlidCopAl25IG alloy specimens irradiated to 10�3 dpa

does not practically affect hardening and embrittlement.

But at doses of .10�2 and 10�1 dpa, annealing reduces
the radiation hardening level by 40 and 120 MPa, re-

spectively (Fig. 3(a)). Uniform elongation of irradiated

specimens after annealing is recovered to the values close

to the initial ones (Fig. 3(b)).

On the whole, it is evident that annealing contributes

to the deformation processes in irradiated materials,

results in a decrease in radiation hardening, disappear-

ance of the yield drop and recovery of the uniform

elongation of irradiated specimens to the values close to

the initial ones.

As follows from Figs. 2(a) and 3(a), annealing does

not completely eliminate radiation hardening of pure

copper and GlidCopAl25IG. The residual hardening

level after annealing amounts to 50–80 MPa. Therefore,

one can expect accumulation of the hardening level in

IAI cycles due to summation of the residual hardening

levels.
3.2. TEM in SM-2 irradidation

The TEM investigations of the microstructure of

pure copper specimens irradiated in SM-2 showed that

the structure contains a high density of defect clusters

(Fig. 4(a)). The defect density increases with the irradi-

ation dose and at a dose of 10�2 dpa attains a value of

.1· 1023 1/m3. The analysis of defect clusters showed

that they can be divided into two types, i.e. stacking

fault thetraedra (SFT) (Fig. 4(b)) and dislocation loops

(DLs) (Fig. 4(a)). Such defect cluster structure is typical

of pure copper irradiated at 60–100 �C and was observed
in many studies [7,10–12]. In [10–13] it was shown that

the SFTs are vacancy clusters and DLs are interstitial

clusters. Table 2 presents the results on defect cluster

density in irradiated copper obtained by processing the

TEM images.

Fig. 4(a) shows, that large loops and dislocation

segments are pinned by obstacles. In most cases dislo-

cation segments are decorated by small loops .10 nm in
diameter (Fig. 4(a)). Singh et al. [7] observed loop-dec-

orated dislocation lines in OFHC copper irradiated to

10�2–10�1 dpa at 80 �C. It is significant that in irradiated
specimens no defect-free zones were observed along the

grain boundaries.



Fig. 4. TEM images of pure Cu: as-irradiated in SM-2 to 0.00978 dpa – (a); annealed at 350 �C, 10 h after irradiation in SM-2 to
0.0094 dpa – (b); as-irradiated in RBT-6 to 0.0154 dpa – (c); after double IAI cycle in RBT-6 (0.0014 dpa+ 350 �C, 24 h+ 0.00456
dpa+ 350 �C, 24 h+ 0.0128 dpa) – (d).
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Annealing at 350 �C for 10 h results in a change in
the structure of irradiated specimens. The DL density is

decreased drastically by about an order of magnitude.

The size of SFTs is somewhat increased (by about 30%),

their density is also low (Table 2 and Fig. 4(b)). Zones

free of defect clusters .600 nm wide are observed along
the grain boundaries. Thus, exposure of irradiated

specimens of pure copper at 350 �C for 10 h results in
partially annealing of DLs of interstitial type and drop

in the SFT density. Thus, moving dislocations are made

free from decorating loops. Obviously all these changes

in the structure facilitate motion of dislocations in an-

nealed specimens. Correspondingly, hardening is de-

creased and uniform elongation of annealed specimens is

increased, as follows from the stress–strain curves of

pure copper (Fig. 1(a)).



Table 2

Defects complex density and size in irradiated pure Cu

Reactor, irra-

diation facility

IAI regime Summary

damage

(dpa)

Density SFT

(1022 m�3)

Mean diameter

SFT (nm)

Density DLs

(1022 m�3)

Mean diame-

ter loops (nm)

RBT-6-9 As irradiated 0.0854 12.85 2.27 1.01 10.20

RBT-6-7 As irradiated 0.0154 8.08 2.36 0.43 9.43

RBT-6-2 0.0014 dpa+ 250 �C,
24 h+ 0.004 dpa

0.0054 6.27 2.20 0.14 9.06

RBT-6-5 0.0014 dpa+ 350 �C,
24 h+ 0.0046 dpa+ 350 �C,
24 h+ 0.0129 dpa

0.0188 10.10 2.10 0.33 10.90

SM-2-3 As irradiated 0.1570 12.55 2.25 0.84 10.40

SM-2-2 As irradiated 0.0098 10.50 2.31 0.24 10.56

SM-2-2 Annealed at 350 �C, 10 h,
after irradiation

0.0094 1.38 2.62 0.02 9.99

Fig. 5. Effect of neutron irradiation to 0.0014–0.086 dpa on the

engineering stress–strain curves of pure Cu – (a); and for

GlidCopAl25IG alloy – (b); RBT-6 reactor Ttest ¼ Tirr ¼ 80 �C.
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3.3. Experiment in RBT-6

Fig. 5 shows the engineering stress–strain curves of

pure copper specimens and GlidCopAl25IG alloy in the

unirradiated condition and after irradiation in the dose

range of 10�3–10�1 dpa in the RBT-6 reactor. As follows

from Fig. 5, irradiation at 80 �C results in a monotonous
rise in the yield strength and a drop in elongation of

both materials with increasing irradiation dose. It is

evident that, though the level of yield strength of Glid-

CopAl25IG alloy is by 280 MPa higher than that of pure

Cu, their radiation hardening levels are rather similar.

Only in specimens irradiated to a minimum dose of

.0.0014 dpa the yield drop is lacking. At all higher ir-
radiation doses the yield drop is observed in pure Cu

and GlidCopAl25IG in the range of small (.1%) de-
formations.

Fig. 6 presents the engineering stress–strain curves

for pure copper specimens (Fig. 6(a)) and GlidCop-

Al25IG (Fig. 6(b)) subjected to the IAI cycle. For pure

copper the single IAI cycle causes a considerable radi-

ation hardening, with the uniform elongation of speci-

mens remaining at a rather high level >20%. The yield

drop is lacking. The double IAI cycle gives rise to the

yield drop on the stress–strain diagrams especially pro-

nounced after irradiation to a maximum dose of 0.0129

dpa.

A comparison between Figs. 5(a) and 6(a) shows

that, on the whole, the form of the stress–strain curves of

specimens subjected to intermediate annealing is similar

to that of specimens as-irradiated to a close dose but the

hardening level of the former is somewhat lower.

GlidCopAl25IG alloy (Fig. 6(b)) after the single IAI

cycle shows no yield drop. Uniform elongation is .4%.
Radiation hardening is .80 MPa, this being close to the
value of Dry observed in specimens as-irradiated to dose
of 0.004 dpa (Fig. 3).
The double IAI cycle results in the emergence of the

yield drop on the stress–strain curve (Fig. 6(b)). On the

whole, the stress–strain curves of such specimens are

similar to the curves typical for specimens as-irradiated

to a dose of .10�2 dpa.
One of the remarkable results of the experiments is

that intermediate annealing at 250 or 350 �C proved to
be practically equivalent in their effect on the properties

of pure Cu and GlidCopIG. After the single IAI cycle

the stress–strain curves for pure Cu specimens annealed



Fig. 6. Effect of IAI cycles on the engineering stress–strain

curves of pure Cu – (a); and GlidCopAl25IG alloy – (b); RBT-6

reactor, Ttest ¼ Tirr ¼ 80 �C.

Fig. 7. (a) Change in the 0.2% offset yield strength plotted

versus neutron damage for pure Cu: as-irradiated; annealed

after irradiation at 250 �C, 24 h; after IAI cycles. Dashed lines
demonstrate a possible scheme of change of yield strength

during cycles; (b) The uniform elongation plotted versus neu-

tron damage for pure Cu: as-irradiated; annealed after irradi-

ation at 250 �C, 24 h; after IAI cycles. RBT-6 reactor,

Ttest ¼ Tirr ¼ 80 �C.
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at temperatures 250 or 350 �C practically coincide. After
the double IAI cycle hardening and embrittlement in

specimens annealed at 350 �C are more pronounced than
in specimens annealed at 250 �C, but it is related to a
higher irradiation dose of specimens annealed at 350 �C.

3.4. Dose dependence in RBT-6 irradiation

Some specimens after irradiation in RBT-6 were

subjected to single annealing at 250 �C for 24 h. The rest
of specimens were subjected to the IAI cycles by two

regimes.

Fig. 7 shows the experimental dependence of radia-

tion hardening on irradiation dose for pure copper

specimens irradiated, irradiated and annealed, and

subjected to the IAI cycle (reactor RBT-6). Fig. 7 shows

also possible scheme of changes in radiation hardening

during the IAI cycle. On the whole, the behavior of

GlidCopAl25IG alloy in the IAI cycle is similar to that

of pure copper (Fig. 8).

3.5. Effect of the IAI cycle on pure copper

3.5.1. Single cycle

Irradiation to 0.0014 dpa increases the yield strength

of pure copper by 80 MPa. After intermediate annealing

at 250 �C for 24 h Dry drops to 35 MPa (as follows from
the experiments on single annealing). The subsequent
second irradiation gives a gain in hardening to about

120 MPa, which is much less than it should be (by

hardening dose dependence) for specimens as-irradiated

to the same dose (Fig. 7(a)). IAI specimens annealed at

250 �C for 24 h have also a sufficiently high level of

uniform elongation of .20%. IAI specimens irradiated
to slightly higher dose and annealed at 350 �C for 24 h
have low uniform elongation (Fig. 7(b)), a slight yield

drop is observed (Fig. 6(a) – curve 2).

3.5.2. Double cycle

The double IAI cycle proceeds by the same scheme,

i.e. the first IAI cycle, then the second IAI cycle. An-

nealing reduces hardening of pure copper to .50 MPa,
and subsequent irradiation causes a gain in hardening by

Dry ’ 150 MPa (Fig. 7(a)). And in this case intermedi-
ate annealing reduces hardening to values less than for

specimens as-irradiated to the given dose. As this takes

place, the specimens have a low uniform elongation as-

sociated with instability of deformation at its earlier

stages (e < 1%) (Fig. 6(a)). Thus it may be concluded
that though annealing does not remove hardening

completely, subsequent irradiations do not sum up

the levels of residual Dry1 (irradiated and annealed



Fig. 8. (a) Change in the 0.2% offset yield strength plotted

versus neutron damage for GlidCopAl25IG alloy: as-irradiated;

annealed after irradiation at 250 �C, 24 h; after IAI cycles.
Dashed lines demonstrate a possible scheme of change of yield

strength during cycles; (b) The uniform elongation plotted

versus neutron damage for GlidCopAl25IG alloy: as-irradiated;

annealed after irradiation at 250 �C, 24 h; after IAI cycles.
RBT-6 reactor, Ttest ¼ Tirr ¼ 80 �C.
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specimen) and Dry2 (hardening under subsequent irra-
diation) but even reduce it. Let us use pure copper to

analyze it. In case of an additive addition of hardening

the single IAI cycle (Tannealing ¼ 250 �C) would yield the
following:
X

radd ¼ Dry1 irr& anneal þ Dr0:004 dpa ¼ 165 MPa;

where Dry1 irr& anneal ¼ 35 MPa, Dr0:004 dpa ¼ 130 MPa.
Rreal ¼ 115 MPa, that is to say, no damage accumulation
occurs in the cycle. The specimens, when under irradia-

tion in the cycle, harden as though the remaining defect

component (responsible for hardening of.35MPa) does
not at all affect hardening during subsequent irradiation.

3.6. Effect of the IAI cycle on GlidCopIG

As follows from Fig. 8, the single IAI cycle causes

hardening of GlidCopAl25IG to the level of about 10

MPa lower than that for as-irradiated alloy. In this case

the uniform elongation of the specimens subjected to the

IAI cycle remains at a sufficiently high level of .3–5%.
After the double IAI cycle, the level of specimen

hardening practically coincides with that for as-irradi-
ated specimens. Uniform elongation of such specimens

is also low, i.e. .1–0.2%. As in the case of pure copper,
GlidCopAl25IG specimens annealed at 250 �C demon-
strated regularly a lower level of radiation hardening

and higher ductility than specimens annealed at 350 �C,
though the difference was moderate.

3.7. TEM structure of pure copper specimens irradiated in

RBT-6

3.7.1. As-irradiated

As seen from Fig. 4, the TEM structure of pure

copper irradiated to 0.0154 dpa in RBT-6 (Fig. 4(c)) is

similar, on the whole, to the structure of pure copper

irradiated in SM-2 (Fig. 4(a)) to 0.00978 dpa. The

structure contains SFTs with a density of .1023 1/m3

and DLs with a density of .1022 1/m3. The average size

of SFTs and loops is .2 and .10 nm, respectively. As
follows from Table 2, at a dose of .10�2 dpa the pa-
rameters of the defect cluster structure of the specimens

irradiated in RBT-6 and SM-2 are rather close. But there

is some difference. At a dose of .10�2 dpa the decora-
tion of dislocations by loops in RBT-6 is pronounced

less than in SM-2. The loop density in specimens irra-

diated in RBT-6 is somewhat higher than in those irra-

diated in SM-2.

3.7.2. IAI

After the single IAI cycle (250 �C for 24 h) the TEM
structure of pure copper is, on the whole, similar to that

of as-irradiated pure copper. Rather a high density of

SFT is observed in the specimen (Table 2). The micro-

structure of IAI specimens has distinct qualitative fea-

tures. First, the dislocation segment density is rather low

and they are not decorated with loops. The second to

stand out is the absence of large loops (DL) in the IAI

specimen. We measured separately the maximum ob-

servable size of large loops in all investigated specimens

and found that in the IAI specimen this size is half as less

again (.12 nm) than in a specimen as-irradiated to
0.0154 dpa (19 nm). No zones free of defect clusters were

observed near the grain boundaries in the IAI speci-

mens.

After the double IAI cycle (350 �C for 24 h) the SFT
density in the IAI specimen increases drastically (close to

the values observed for a specimen as-irradiated to

0.0154 dpa.). The loop density also increases, but still it

is lower than for a specimen as-irradiated to 0.0154 dpa

(Fig. 4(d) and Table 2). As in the first case, the size of

large DLs is .12 nm, which is markedly lower than for
as-irradiated specimens. There are no defect-free zones

along the grain boundaries. The density of dislocation

segments is very low, and they are not decorated with

loops.

On the whole, it may be concluded that the IAI cycle,

as compared with irradiation to the same dose slightly
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increases the density of SFTs and does not practically

affect their size, reduces somewhat the density and de-

creases noticeably the maximum observable size of DLs.

Suppression of growth of DLs, their propagation and

coalescence to dislocation networks reduces the dislo-

cation density in IAI specimens, the processes of inter-

action between dislocations and loops (decoration) are

suppressed. In IAI specimens, no defect-free zone is

observed along the grain boundary.

It may be concluded that the single annealing-pro-

duced structure containing a relatively low density of

SFT (Fig. 4(b)) suppresses somewhat, when further ir-

radiated, the growth of interstitial loops.
4. Discussion

The investigations performed allow the conclusion

that neutron irradiation and annealing and IAI cycle

affect substantially the structure and deformation be-

havior of pure copper. The analysis made reveals two

processes in this effect.

The first is the production of the structure during

irradiation responsible for pinning of the dislocation

sources, stopping of dislocations and decoration of dis-

location segments by small loops. All these factors pre-

vent the start of deformation and result in a gain of the

yield strength observed in the experiment, as well as in

emergence of the yield drop on the stress–strain curves

at irradiation doses of >0.008 dpa. Emergence of the

yield drop and unstable deformation area in pure copper

irradiated at 100 �C to 0.01–0.3 dpa at deformations

e � 0:01–0:03 is related, as reported in [7], to the de-
tachment of dislocations from small glisside loops dec-

orating the dislocation lines under irradiation [14].

The effect of radiation defect clusters on the increase

of the yield strength of pure copper was investigated in a

number of studies [11,12,14], and the formula was pro-

posed to use for the quantitative assessment of Dry [11]

Dry ¼ a � l � m � bðN � dÞ0:5; ð1Þ

where N is the cluster density and d is their diameter, a –
the constant describing the complex strength; l – the
elastic modulus; m – the Taylor factor; b – the Burgers
vector.

The difficulty in assessing Dry by formula (1) lies in
the fact that there are two types of defects, i.e. SFT and

DL, present in irradiated pure copper, which have dif-

ferent a (strength of clusters). But, considering that in
irradiated specimens the SFT density is 10 times higher

than that of DL, it is possible to neglect the effect of DL,

as in [7], and to use in Eq. (1) only the values N and d for
SFT. As follows from Table 2, in principle, the contri-

bution of DL to hardening, even with aSFT ¼ aDL, can be
as high as 30%. Evidently special experiments are needed
to estimate the contribution of SFT and DL to hard-

ening.

We have compared our values of SFT density with

the curve qSFT � Ut (Ut – fast neutron fluence) con-
structed in [13] by the results of numerous experiments.

In the dose range of 0.001–0.1 dpa two types of behavior

are observed, qSFT � Ut and qSFT ’ ðUtÞ0:5. The TEM
data on the SFT density obtained in our study corre-

spond to qSFT � ðUtÞ0:5. Then it follows from Eq. (1)

that Dr � ðUtÞ0:25. As reported in our earlier publication
[9], the yield strength of pure copper irradiated in the

RBT-6 does vary according to the law Dr � ðUtÞ0:25.
Annealing of the specimen irradiated in SM-2 to a dose

of .10�2 dpa causes the SFT density to drop by about a
factor of 6 (Table 2). A six-fold drop in the SFT density

during annealing correlates rather well with a three-fold

drop in the hardening level of the specimen irradiated to

a dose of 10�2 dpa, which was experimentally observed

during irradiation. Thus, the experimental values of

hardening obtained in our study for irradiated and an-

nealed specimens are rather well described by the

mechanisms relating the gain in the yield strength to

pinning of dislocations by radiation defect clusters.

While using the values of defect cluster density N in ir-

radiated specimens defined by TEM, one can obtain the

values of the yield strength gain Dry � ðNdÞ0:5 close to
those observed experimentally.

The second effect of neutron irradiation is a drastic

drop in the strain hardening coefficient (SHC) of irra-

diated specimens. As follows from Figs. 1 and 5, neutron

irradiation reduces sharply SHC of pure copper. In Ref.

[15] we estimated quantitatively the effect of irradiation

in SM-2 to doses of 10�3–10�1 dpa on SHC of pure

copper. A sharp decrease in SHC is observed at irradi-

ation doses of P 0.04 dpa. Annealing recovers the SHC

value (Fig. 1).

The IAI cycle causes a moderate increase in the SFT

density, a slight drop in the DL density and a decrease in

the size of large loops, i.e. it suppresses their growth.

Hardening and embrittlement of IAI specimens are

somewhat lower than for specimens as-irradiated to this

dose. The study of the strain–stress curves of the IAI

specimens (Fig. 6) shows that after one IAI cycle both

pure copper and GlidCopAl25IG have a relatively low

level of radiation hardening and sufficiently large uni-

form elongation. Therefore, the SFTs remaining in the

materials structure after annealing do not enhance ra-

diation hardening during subsequent irradiation. In our

opinion, this fact indicates also that DLs play an ap-

preciable role in radiation hardening. No additive

summation of materials radiation hardening levels is

observed after annealing and subsequent irradiation.

The double IAI cycles result in emergence of the yield

drop on the curves. Nevertheless, even after the yield

drop, pure copper still retains the capability for defor-

mation, and the deformation values amount to 15–20%
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before the loss of stability. The hardening level of

specimens after two IAI cycles is somewhat lower than

for specimens as irradiated to the same dose. Thus, the

IAI cycle, when repeated, does not cause damages to

accumulate in the cycles. The structure produced in ir-

radiated specimens after annealing proves to be suffi-

ciently insensitive to subsequent irradiation.

The detailed analysis of the deformation processes

and TEM investigations were made mainly for pure

copper. At the same time the comparison between the

stress–strain curves of pure copper and GlidCopAl25IG

alloy (Figs. 1, 5 and 6) shows that qualitatively both

these materials behave similarly under irradiation and in

the IAI cycle. The difference is only in an essentially

higher strength and lesser ductility of GlidCopAl25IG

alloy.
5. Conclusions

The investigations performed revealed that the single

and double IAI cycles do not cause accumulation of

embrittlement of pure copper and GlidCopAl25IG alloy

in the cycles. The analysis of the TEM structure of IAI

pure copper specimens showed that, as compared with

as-irradiated specimens, the growth and coalescence of

DLs into networks are suppressed in these specimens.

The specimens subjected to the IAI cycle at irradiation

doses of >0.0085 dpa demonstrated the yield drop. But

after the drop all of them deformed with a sufficiently

high SHC, that is to say, the irradiated material still

retained the capability for hardening. One should take

into account that all conclusions are based on the results

obtained in the dose range of relatively low irradiation

doses of .10�2 dpa and their extrapolation is possible
only after experiments at higher irradiation doses.

The experiments lead to the conclusion that the bake-

out regime of intermediate annealing produces a struc-

ture in the material (relatively low density of SFT),

sufficiently insensitive to subsequent irradiation. The
conclusion is made that the bake-out regime holds

promises for ITER applications as a technological pro-

cedure reducing the embrittlement level of alloys.
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